YOUR FINGER.
YOUR KEY.

Finger scanner
Card reader
App

Europe‘s No. 1 for fingerprint access solutions
More than one million satisfied customers are the best possible recommendation
for our products! For many years, both private households and leading
companies alike, along with organizations such as fire and rescue services, have
been putting their trust in proven ekey finger scanners.
ekey was founded in 2002 and is now Europe‘s No. 1 for fingerprint access solutions.
ekey puts authorization into the customer‘s hands! Keys, cards, codes, etc. can
be lost, forgotten, or stolen. „Your finger is always on hand!“ ekey‘s wide range
of products includes finger scanners for doors, gates, alarm systems, and time
recording.
The international company currently has 90 employees at its 5 locations in Austria,
Germany, Liechtenstein/Switzerland, Italy, and Slovenia, and exports its products to
over 70 countries, which makes up 73% of its business. ekey‘s main sales markets
include Spain and the USA, in addition to Austria, Germany, Switzerland, Slovenia,
and Italy.
QUALITY
All ekey products undergo a rigorous endurance test before they reach the market.
The test involves intensive simulations of heat, cold, and high humidity, and every

finger scanner is subjected to these conditions, along with all of its components,
countless times before reaching the customer.
Our quality formula comprises the highest standards of functionality, reliability,
and security, which are refined by means of extensive testing.
Quality-tested products from ekey – you can count on us!
CERTIFIED QUALITY
MADE IN AUSTRIA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extensive production, manufacturing, and functional testing (zero tolerance)
Testing for environmental and temperature resistance
Vibration and shock-tested
Tested for penetration of water and mechanical parts
Quality management system in accordance with EN ISO 9001:2008
CE-compliant

After hundreds of years‘
service, the key has served
its time –
now you literally have the
future in your hands!

Dr. Leopold Gallner | CEO, ekey biometric systems GmbH

YOUR FINGER. YOUR KEY.
As unique as a fingerprint.
For more than 15 years, ekey has been developing
both products and solutions that revolutionize
entire industries. Using our supreme technological
expertise, we harness the advantages of biometrics
and make the everyday lives of over one million users
easier – a figure that is increasing by the day!
The spirit of innovation and commitment to quality
shown by our dedicated employees have enabled
us to become Europe‘s market leader for fingerprint
access solutions. Demonstrated by each individual,
this drive is what sets ekey apart as a company and
forms the basis for future-oriented visions and the
realization of extraordinary technologies.
In addition to functionality, we place great value
on design. Our aim is to ensure that the technology
blends discreetly into the architecture. Many well-

known manufacturers incorporate ekey finger
scanners right from the product design phase and
integrate them flawlessly.
Biometrics is making our everyday lives simpler and
more secure. Finger scanners are now an integral part
of daily life – smartphones, house doors, fingerprint
payments, to name but a few examples.
ekey develops fingerprint access solutions that offer
unparalleled convenience and ultimate security for
your home or business.
After hundreds of years‘ service, the key has served its
time – now you literally have the future in your hands!

Dr. Leopold Gallner
CEO, ekey biometric systems GmbH
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ekey finger scanner integra

Due to its slim and compact design, the ekey
finger scanner integra is the ideal solution for
integration in and next to doors. The elegant,
rectangular housing has a sleek, modern
design and is available in stainless steel,
black, gold, or white.

Black

Gold

White

Stainless steel

The app function is only compatible with ekey home - Single-point access solutions.

the sleek all-rounder
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ekey finger scanner integra
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The app function is only compatible with ekey home - Single-point access solutions.

for mounting next to the door

With the ekey mounting frame FS integra, the
finger scanner can easily be wall-mounted next
to the door. With this solution, ekey has paid
special attention to design and the elegant
processing of high-quality materials, such as
stainless steel and IMPAdur® special glass. On
request, the mounting frame is also available
complete with a bell module following the
same design. If required, the status of the alarm
system can also be displayed by LED.

Anthracite

White

Anthracite with
bell module

White with
bell module
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ekey finger scanner OM
for integration in door stations

Well-known manufacturers of door stations put
their trust in the reliable products and innovative technologies from ekey and choose to
integrate ekey finger scanner OM as standard.
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ekey finger scanner OM E
for integration into switch and design frames

With its compact dimensions, the ekey
finger scanner OM E is the ideal solution for
installation in the existing switch ranges of
leading manufacturers and for flush-mounting installation with ekey design accessories made from stainless steel or IMPAdur®
special glass in white, mint, and black.

Stainless steel

White

Mint

Black

White

Mint

Black
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ekey finger scanner arte

With its elegant stainless-steel finger swipe area,
the ekey finger scanner arte has been specially
designed for flush installation in designer doors.
Thanks to its slim and compact design, the finger
scanner can even be integrated discreetly into
unusual door designs.

Stainless steel

Black

The ekey finger scanner arte is only compatible with ekey home - Single-point access solutions.

the tiniest fingerprint access solution
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ekey finger scanner arte
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The ekey finger scanner arte is only compatible with ekey home - Single-point access solutions.

simple design for discreet integration

The ekey finger scanner arte model is the flagship
product in terms of design in a small format.
Well-known manufacturers of door handles
in particular choose to integrate ekey‘s tiniest
fingerprint access solution as standard.
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ekey keypad integra
the code pad – an addition to the finger scanner

The backlit, easy-to-use capacitive
touchpad made from IMPAdur® special
glass is available in anthracite, stainless
steel gray, or white. Due to its slim and
compact design, it can be esthetically
integrated in and next to doors, just
like the ekey finger scanner integra.

Anthracite

White

Stainless steel gray
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ekey keypad integra
for mounting next to the door

With the ekey mounting frame KP integra, the code
pad can easily be wall-mounted next to the door.
With this solution, ekey has paid special attention
to design and the elegant processing of high-quality materials, such as stainless steel and IMPAdur®
special glass. On request, the mounting frame is also
available complete with a bell module following
the same design. If required, the status of the alarm
system can also be displayed by LED.

Anthracite

White

Anthracite with
bell module

White with
bell module
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Interfaces for integration in building control systems
ekey makes your home more intelligent

By integrating ekey fingerprint access solutions into your
building control systems, you get lots of new options:
With ekey, the house knows who is present and who is not in the house.
Depending on who is entering the house, it is possible to do much more with your fingerprint than
simply opening the door – you can also save a lot of energy as the lighting, heating, and blinds are
controlled intelligently.
These options can be configured on a user-specific basis – so the TV and the stove remain off when
it‘s just the children at home, for example.
It is even possible to implement time-dependent authorizations: This means, for example, that the
cleaner only has access to the house at certain times.
When it comes to the user-defined options, the only limit is the user‘s imagination.
For public buildings and companies, there is the option to record who has entered the building, as well
as the time and location at which they entered. This also makes it possible to use the system for timerecording purposes.
What‘s more, information about whether an authorized finger has been swiped over the reader is
available. If the person is not authorized, this information could be used to switch on the garden
lighting and store a photo from the door camera in an archive, for example.
Using a logic in the building control system, it is possible to trigger a different command with
each finger saved.
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5-YEAR QUALITY GUARANTEE
Made in Austria

This extended quality guarantee is an additional service provided voluntarily, as we are confident that ekey
products are fit for the future. Our high-quality components and extensive production, manufacturing,
and functional testing stand for quality, functionality, durability, and security, and guarantee that you have
purchased the best product on the market.
CERTIFIED QUALITY MADE IN AUSTRIA:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Extensive production, manufacturing, and functional testing (zero tolerance)
Testing for environmental and temperature resistance
Vibration and shock-tested
Tested for penetration of water and mechanical parts
Quality management system in accordance with EN ISO 9001:2008
CE-compliant

The right solution for every requirement
ekey home
Single-point access solutions.

ekey multi
Multi-point access solutions.

ekey net
Network access solutions.

Control up to 3 functions
with just one finger scanner*.

4 finger scanners* are managed
by a single control panel.

The networkable access solution for companies,
organizations, and discerning households.

• Can store up to 99 fingerprints
• Can be used to control from 1 to 3 functions
(e.g. door, gate, and alarm system)
• Easy to operate with central user administration
directly via the control panel
• or by using the ekey home app
(ekey finger scanner integra Bluetooth)
• Optional: Card access (RFID) is possible
-> can also store up to 99 cards

•
•
•
•
•
•

Can store up to 99 fingerprints
Supports up to 4 finger scanners
Can control up to 4 functions per FS
Individually programmable time slots
Access logging for every finger scanner
Easy to operate with central user administration
directly via the control panel
• User permissions can be assigned on a personalized
basis (based on location and time)
• Vacation or permanent program
• Optional: Card access (RFID) is possible
-> can also store up to 99 cards

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

*Alternatively: Code pad (keypad) -> Can store up to 99 codes

*Alternatively: Code pad (keypad) -> Can store up to 99 codes

Alternatively: Code pad (keypad) -> Can store up to 2,000 codes

Capable of storing up to 2,000 fingerprints per finger scanner*
Supports up to 80 finger scanners
Can control up to 4 functions per FS
Programmable time slots
Access logging for every finger scanner
Supports cross-site administration
Central administration via PC
Calendar function
Interfaces for establishing external connections
Optional: Card access (RFID) is possible
-> can also store up to 2,000 cards
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Austria (headquarters)
ekey biometric systems GmbH
Lunzerstraße 89
A-4030 Linz
T: +43 732 890 500 - 0
E: office@ekey.net

Germany
ekey biometric systems Deutschland GmbH
Industriestraße 10
D-61118 Bad Vilbel
T: +49 6187 90696 - 0
E: office@ekey.net

Switzerland & Liechtenstein
ekey biometric systems Est.
Landstrasse 79
FL-9490 Vaduz
T: +41 71 560 5480
E: office@ekey.ch

Adriatic East region
ekey biometric systems d.o.o.
Vodovodna cesta 99
SI-1000 Ljubljana
T: +386 1 530 04 89
E: office@ekey.si

Italy
ekey biometric systems Srl.
Via Copernico 13/A
I-39100 Bolzano
T: +39 0471 922712
E: italia@ekey.net

www.ekey.net

